Connectivity changes in an isolated molluscan ganglion during in vivo culture.
The stability of neuronal connections in the isolated buccal ganglia of Helisoma trivolvis was examined during in vivo culture for periods up to one month. After 4--8 days the characteristic IPSP input to protractor motoneurons (PMNs) was either abolished or reduced in efficacy. This is apparently due to reduced efficacy of chemical synapses, since the input resistance and resting potential of the motoneurons is unchanged and a fraction of spike-evoked IPSPs from premotor neurons (cyberchrons) onto PMNs was absent. PMNs lacking IPSP input nevertheless exhibit vigorous cyclical bursts of action potentials driven by electrical EPSPs. The IPSP of PMNs showed partial or full restoration after 14--32 days of culture despite the lack of reinnervation of normal targets. Existing electrical synapses were apparently more stable during culture, but electrical connections between cyberchrons and PMNs were strengthened. Probably because of the reinforcement of these electrical synapses, regenerative cycles of activity in both cyberchrons and PMNs may often be initiated by brief stimulating of a single PMN in cultured ganglia. This is in marked contrast to normal ganglia in which PMNs possess a limited ability to generate such activity. It is concluded that isolation of the buccal ganglia results in a predictable, functional alteration of its neuronal circuitry. Such a perturbation of connectivity indicates that a significant degree of plasticity can be exhibited by adult molluscan neurons.